
Global Environment of Business 

Lecture One 
Globalisation:


“A process leading to greater independence and mutual awareness among economic, 
political and social units in the world and among actors in general”. - Peng and Meyer 2019


Also true of culture, technology and economic systems.


Drivers of Globalisation:


• Market drivers


	 Converging lifestyles / global brands


• Cost drivers


	 Transport costs / falling economies of scale 


• Government drivers


	 Reduction in trade barriers / open markets


• Competitive drivers


	 Increases in trade / global networks 


• Other drivers


	 Information and communication


Globalised markets:


The merging of distinct, national markets 
into one huge global market.


Encouraging entry of business into the 
international area via export of FDI (Foreign 
Direct Investment)


Allows for scale of economies 


- Cost advantages due to scale of 
operation.


Globalised production:


The sourcing of goods and services from 
locations around the globe to take 
advantage of national differences in the 
cost and quality of factors of production. 
(e.g labour, energy, land and capital)


Staff wages.


Companies hope to lower costs/or improve 
quality to compete more effectively
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	 Lower cost - higher standard of living.


	 We can offer competitive prices. (Economies of scales).


• All benefit from free trade and laissez faire (leave alone).


	 Don’t put in rules and regulations


	 Let people form own markets


	 Supply and demand


	 Free trade 


If a country holds Absolute Advantage in both goods, what incentive is there for it to trade?


Comparative advantage reveals the incentive.


Comparative Advantage - David Ricardo (1817): EXAM QUESTION


David Ricardo - differences in efficiency of production, he claimed Comparative Advantage 
explained 2 things : 


1) Why trade was beneficial to two parties, even if one party carried Absolute Advantage


2) It explained patterns of trade between countries, countries with Comparative Advantage 
in that product would export to other countries.


A country has a comparative advantage over another country if it can produce at a lower 
opportunity cost. (Next best alternative foregone). What would you be doing if you weren’t 
doing this?


If it gives up less to make a product than another country then they have an advantage. 


How much of one good are we giving up to produce one more of another good?


Example of Comparative Advantage:


	 	 o.c	 	 	 Smart Phones		 	 Wheat	 	 o.c


China	 	 1:1S-W	 	 40	 	 	 	 40	 	 1:1W-S


Canada	 1:2S-W	 	 10	 	 	 	 20	 	 1:1/2W-S


China has an Absolute Advantage in both products as it produces more but it has a 
Comparative Advantage in smart phones because of opportunity costs. Gives up one 
wheat per smart phone while Canada gives up 2. It gives up less to produce the smart 
phone. Canada has Comparative Advantage in wheat because they give up 1/2 a 
smartphone. 
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WEEK EIGHT: 
Trade Protection:


What is the difference between free trade and protectionism?


(Watch youtube clip)


The Free Trade Argument:


Countries are better off specialising and trading


Most countries are not large enough or with enough resources to be self sufficient (autarky)


We noted Absolute and Comparative Advantage


Mercantilism was shown as a rationale for government to protect domestic industry from 
imports. 


There are other arguments…


Infant Industry Argument:


• Potential comparative advantage 


	 Too small for economies of scale 


	 Workers inexperienced


	 Lack of developed infrastructure 


	 Lack of research and development


• Protection allows them to expand 


	 Remove protection once established.


Reducing reliance on goods with little dynamic potential:


Developing countries may have comparative advantage in agricultural products 


Income inelastic (e.g. less demand in recession)


Restrict opportunity to grow economy 


Support manufacturing therefore to break out (South Korea, lecture one)


To prevent “Dumping”:


Once competition is gone, then prices of goods can go up.
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Benefits: No competition. Might be able to obtain fund because we are increasing 
employment and generate jobs and economy will strive. The government may give money 
to help us do that. Soft loans. No interest rate to encourage development. No labour issues 
because of being a new brand. 

Avoid labour relations problems (relationships between employers and employees) - are 
workers happy or unhappy? Complaints will decrease efficiency. 

Management styles have no clashes because it is all brand new. 

e.g (Hyundai Motor 2006.) 

Acquisition (Brownfield):

Areas that are developed already.

Companies and business there before and a new businesses is to be made.


Benefits: Businesses fade so there is opportunity for new ones.

Labour will be available as it is already an infrastructure.

There will be a set of functions and links to other suppliers.

Good will (value of the brand or business) - if two businesses have the same assets and 
one is more successful than the other, the successful one will be able to sell more likely 
than the other. e.g. Chinese acquisition of the US. Don’t need to build from scratch.

Finance is more easy, established businesses and infrastructure already exists. No risk, 
charge for loan might be less.

Reduce costs, risks and saves time 

Buy things more cheaply. Asset stripping - looking at machinery and land and might be 
worth more than the business or company so opportunity for investment. 

E.g Vodafone in India.


Offshoring:

When jobs are transferred abroad. We make our products in other countries. 

40% of US imports are produced by US companies. 

Why? - Cheap labour. 


Outsourcing is similar. It means to have a contract with another company or third party. 


Drivers of FDI: 

More access to markets - we want to sell in other countries and have a presence 

Lower production costs - cheaper, regulations will be less, less paperwork, health and 
safety might not be the same as in the UK. 

Materials might be cheaper to access. 
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